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Node Deviation Hazard Cause Mitigation

A hazard and operability study (HAZOP) is a structured and systematic examination of a complex plan
or operation in order to identify and evaluate problems that may represent risks to personnel or equipment.

• Node: Define a node from the pipeline according to the functional area.

➢ Guide word: Each guide word is a short word to create the imagination of a deviation of the design/process 

intent. The most commonly used guide words are: no, more, less, as well as, part of, and so on. 

➢ Attributes: Attributes are closely related to nodes and are usually the subject of the action being performed.

• Hazard: Hazard is a source of potential damage, harm, or adverse health effects on something/someone.

• Deviation: Select guide word and attribute (parameter), applying the operational deviation to the node.

• Cause: Identify the causes of the deviation in the node.

• Mitigation: Enlist existing safeguards mitigating or preventing the hazards.



Figure 1: Workflow diagram of the running example

Traditional HAZOP will cover it.

Will traditional HAZOP still cover it?

• The emergence of complex systems with 

ML components tested HAZOP's abilities.

• Technical challenges raised by the novel 

characteristics of ML.



• System Level: HILLS at

the system level largely

follow HAZOP.

HILLS is a Hierarchical HAZOP-Like method for LES.
• ML-lifecycle Level: Considering

mainly the human factors

involved in the development of

the ML models. On the other

hand, the hazards at the system

level may be attributed to the

hazards at the ML-lifecycle level.

We can analyse the direct

human factor (labeling errors,

operation errors) and security

issues (adversarial attacks) at

this level.

• Inner-ML Level: At the inner-

ML level, HILLS takes the

method of extracting basic

layers of an ML component to

form a model for analysis.

Figure 2: The 3-level hierarchical structure of HILLS





Example 1. At the system level, we discovered several hazards from the running example, some of them are summarised in Table 1. For example, one of
the hazards is “erratic trajectory”, suggesting that the robot moves into an unsafe area. This hazard is associated with a deviation “no action” where “no”
is the guide word and “action” is the attribute. One of the causes of this hazard is “no data from sensor”, which can be mitigated with e.g., the
deployment of an acoustic guidance system as a duplicated perception component based on another sensor .

Example 2. Some hazards, such as “erratic trajectory”, may appear in different nodes, which suggests that they may occur more often and have the
higher priority to be mitigated.



Example 3. There is a deviation “Attacked”, whose threats are various attacks, e.g., evasion attacks, backdoor attacks, and data poisoning attacks.
Their respective cause is usually that a certain entity in the training or inference of a ML model (e.g., input instance, model structure, training,
dataset) is perturbed, modified, or contaminated. Their respective mitigation can be very specific.



Example 4. When the ML component has wrong output, we can get from the inner-ML level analysis that this may be related to the setting of the
hyperparameter. Explainable AI (XAI) helps users locating.

Example 5. Unsuitable parameter setting in activation function or pooling layer also make specific threats. It also lead to wrong outputs or losing part of
information of figures. At the inner-ML level, we focus on the ML model structure itself.



• Qualitative Analysis

QUAL studies the connections between levels, with the guide words as entry points.

Example 6. We use “no” as an example. We can get a deviation “no action” at the system level, and have the deviation
“no localisation” at ML-lifecycle level. Given they share the same guide word, we should consider whether the “no
localisation” has a causality relation with the “no action”

• Quantitative Analysis

Example 7. For threat nodes with no incoming arrows,
such as T 2.i and T 3.i, we may set the probability of their
occurrence infinitely close to 100 percent (99% as in
Figure).

Example 8. There may be multiple children nodes at
different levels for a parent node. In Figure 1, the threat
T 2.i has two causes, C2.a and C3.a, at ML-lifecycle level
and Inner-ML level, respectively. While the two causes
may be mitigated separately as they belong to different
levels,

Table 3: A BN fragment (with illustrative probabilities)



• We propose a hierarchical HAZOP-like method, HILLS for the safety analysis of LESs.

• We try to propose to study formal analysis of the relations both qualitatively and

quantitatively.

• HILLS is applied to a practical example of AUVs, with the discovery of new causes and

mitigation related to ML.

• HILLS complements HAZOP when working with LESs.



Any Questions and Comments

Thank you watching

yiqi@liverpool.ac.uk


